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AssrRAcr

ln addition to the common and abundant feafures in karst terranes, stalactiteS involving a wide variety of minerals have also
been found in oftrer settings, including epigenetic mineral deposits, but these are almost always associated with supergene
stages. Here we describe a different mode of occurrence from the Creede epithermal ore deposits, in Colorado, wherein
stalactites of silica sphalerite, galen4 or pyrite formed in a vapor-dominated setting, below the paleo-water table, and except
possibly for pyrite, as part of the hypogene mineralization. Axial cavities may, or may no! be present. No stalagmites have been
recognized. The stalactites are small, from a few millimeters to a few centimeters long and a few millimeters in outer diameter.
They represent only a small fraction of one percent of the total mineralization, and are covered by later crystals. Their growttr
orientation usually is unobservable; however, the parallel arangement of all stalactites in a given specimen, consistency with
indicators of gravitational settling, and tle common presence of axial structures make the stalactitic interpretation almost
unavoidable. ln contrast with common carbonate stalactites, the gowth mechanism for the sulfide and silica stalactites requires
extensive evaporation. Stalactitic forms have also been reported from other deposits, mostly epitherrnal or Mississippi-
Valley-q?e occurences, but we caution ftat stalactite-like features can form by alternative processes.

Keywords: stalactites, speleothems, quartz, chalcedony, pyrite, sphalerite, galen4 Creede, Colorado, vapor-dominated, ore
deposits.

Sovnaarc

En plus des stalactites que I'on retrouve en abondance dans les temains karstiques, il s'en trouve aussi faits d'une grande
vari6t6 de min6raux dans d'autres milieux, y inclus les gttes mindraux 6pig6n6tiques. Dans ce milieu, il s'agit presque toujours
de stalactites associ6es aux stades supergdnes. Nous d6crivons ici un mode de formation diff6ren! apptcable au cas du gisement
6pithermal de Creede, au Colorado, dans lequel des stalactites de silice, de sphaldrite, de galdne ou de pyrite signalent un milieu
i dominance de phase vapeur. Ces stalactites se seraient form6es sous le niveau des nappes d'eau et, saufpeut-Otre dans le cas
de la pyrite, feraient partie de la mindralisation hypogbne. Une cavit6 axiale peut etre prdsente ou non. Par contre, nous n'avons

* To whom correspondence about this contribution should be addressed.
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pas trouv6 de stalagrnites. Ces stalactites sont petites, leur longueur allant de quelques millimbtres i quelques centimdtres,
et leur diametre exteme 6tart millim6trique. Elles reprdsentent seulement une fraction d'un pourcent de la mindralisation
totale, et leur surface est tapiss6e de cristaux tardifs. L'orientation de leur croissance n'est g6n6ralement pas observa.ble;
toutefois, I'agencement paxallCle des stalactites dans un 6chantillon donn6, la corcordance de cette orientation avec les
indicateurs d'accumulation par gravit6, et la pr6sence courant€ d'un canal axial rend quasi in6vitable I'interprdtation qu'il s'agit
bien de stalactites. Au contraire du cas des stalactites courantes compos6es de carbonate, le mdca:risme de croissance des
stalactites i sulfures et a silice semble indiquer une 6vaporation pouss6e. Des formes stalactitiques ont aussi 6tf d6crites dans
d'autres gisements, mais il faut se rappeler que des m€canismes alternatifs de formation ont pu en 6tre responsables.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: stalactites, sp6l6othdmes, quartz, calcddoine, pyrite, sphaldrite, galdne, Creede, Colorado, dominance de vapeur, gltes
min6raux.

IwrnolucrroN

Stalactites in karst and cave environments are well
recognized, and stalactites of oxides and carbonates
also are common in the supergene setting of ore
deposits. Documentation of stalactites related to
primary hydrothermal systems is rare (Barton &
Campbell 1994). Most of the occurrences reported
from hydrothermal deposits are in MississippiValley-
type (MVT) ores (Hicks 1950, Hill & Forti 1986);
however, comments by colleagues indicate that
stalactitic features also are observed within other types
of hydrothermal deposits, even though they are not
generally reported in the literature. A list of known
occurrences of non-karstic stalactitic or similar
structures (Iable 1) supplements the occurrences listed
in Hicks (1950). The mdn purposes of this paper are to
draw attention to the existence of these features by
reporting on the occurrences of stalactites within the
epithermal ore deposits at Creede, Colorado and to
interpret their significance in demonstrating former
vapor-dominant conditions in hydrotherrnal deposits in
general.

Hill & Forti (1986) defined a stalactite as "a
vertically-hanging speleothem formed by dripping
water and generally having a tube or remnant of a tube
at its center. Variant shapes may be tubular, conical,
bulbous, deflected, or a combination thereof." In this
paper, we shall apply the term 'ostalactite" to pendant
speleotlems formed by dripping water, regardless of
whether the openings are solution caverns or tectonic
openings, whether the occurrence is in a cavern in
limestone or in a fissure in an ore deposit, and whether
an axial channel is present or not.

In contrast, Peck (1978) used the term oostalactiteoo to
include speleothems having axial tubes, regardless of
their orientation, specifically referring to those from
the Upper Mississippi Valley lead-zinc district that he
reasonably interpreted to have formed as collars around
former points of mixing of liquids. We prefer the term
"chimney" (named for the sulfide structures marking
the venting of hot submarine springs into cold
seawater) for sites of local mixing where two liquids,

or a liquid and a vapor, mix by injection of one into the
other.

Our emphasis here is on stalactites as primary
depositional features in ore deposits, but related
features such as *draped' deposits, suggestive of
sagged paint, and "chimney-like" features that formed
as collars around orifices localizing mixing are
included in our discussion for completeness.
"Flowstone" is a term denoting mineral matter
deposited as "a smooth, sheet-like speleothem formed
by films of flowing water" (Hill & Forti 1986); it forms
on the walls of a vapor-filled cavity, whereas ordinary
vein minerals are deposited from a fluid that
completely fills the cavity. Whereas we have little
trouble in recognizing stalactites, flowstone is much
less easily distinguished from simple vein-filling. In
almost every instance, stalactites in ore deposits serve
as substrata for additional deposition, either as a
flowstone deposit from a water film or as a site for
precipitation from a surrounding massive liquid.

We extend the term "stalactite" to include flowstone
that has pendant forms suggestive (or even demon-
strative) of deposition from downward-flowing filns
of water in contact with vapor, a process shared with
icicles (Makkonen 1988). The stalactites of carbonates,
oxides, sulfates, etc., so commonly noted in the
supergene zone of mineral deposits, are not of concern
here.

OccL'nrnNcss oF STALACTnES
IN THE CREEDE DTSTNTCT

Ge o lo gic al b ackground.

The Creede district has been the object of intensive
shrdy (summarized by Betbke & Lipman 1987) for
several decades. The district has been a major producer
of silver (about 2500 tonnes produced since 1891),
with minor lead, gold, zinc, and copper, over the past
century; although production has ceased, a substantial
amount of mineralized ground remains. The mineral-
ization is an adularia-sericite type of epithermal
deposit (Heald er al. 1987) contained in steeply
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TABIE I. OCCURRENCES OF SILICA OR S1JLFIDE SPELEOTHEM-IJKE
FEATIJRES 14TTHIN CAT/ES AND ORE DEPOSITS

9W

Iocation Mnemloev Morphologvl Occurr€nce Reference

.EPIT}IERMAL DEPOSITS"
CrcedeDts t la t ,  Ch 's ta lacd t tc '  ve ln ,$bdnter?  P lun l€e(1989) ; tb lssbdy
Cobrado, ASA Sp, Gn staleddc wln

PY stalactitic Yein&traverdne
ry "dn!€' veltr

Aillalgaladisrict, Rhs +taces 'stalrtltic' vein Sharb 0972), Brcdkorb &Btodkorb
CatmarcA oflatel, (1979) (ercUentspesimnsare
Argentlna common at mincal dealen )

c8np Bfud Mne 'Sitca" + Qtz 
'6talactitic', vein I-e€s (199q pers. m., 1991)

Cot6ado,I,SA 'heuctitic'

Cinolamine, 'Sillca" 'drape'

B. C.. Canada
P. &tbke (per8, m, 1988)

CirctsD, Wst Jeva, Au-+ 'lV- stalacdtes + veln J€bnk et al, (1996)
Indonesla beaing Qtz stBlapites

Divide, "Silim" 
'&apr' srbsinter onduit B. Berger (pers. mm, 1988)

Nevade IJSA

Kvaison Sp staleddc vein? Atabln (1983)
Calcasus, Russia

Mahoganyrnire, 'Siuca" stalactitic sbsintsconduit J.Rybba(pers.coDm",l989)
Oregon, USA

MountPalnter, atz "'nailhole" Coa!s&Btissetr(1971)
South Australia

Osmine,Japm Rhs stalagmttic vein(?) Kojim&Sugaki(l9E3)

Osarlzaw4 Japan Mrc stalactitic veln P. Baron, (pen. obs., 1970)

Porco mlne, Bolivia Sp sralactitic win ec. Cruninghan et al. (1994)

CentralPetu Pb-AsDinerals stalactitic vel4latestage lrcy&Hosnrr(lgso
leaching

Sancdstobol,Pon C€rb+Solf staletitic vein rcpl,acement Dalheimeretal. (1983)

Taxo, Mexio lvlrc stalactitic yein M. Bafton, (pers. conrn, 1993)

KARST & MBSISSPPI VALII,Y-TYPB DEPOSNS
Locarion Mneralogy Morphologyl Occurrence Reference
DjeblHauouf, Gn+Sp+Py+ stalactitic karst/MvT Rouvis(lgl);

Zrfrrdt(7974I\tnists Cal+Jor

kuriurn" Greeco Ca$ + ry + stalactitic k r$ afrer Ipteu & Morlkis (1967)
Mrc+Gn+ limr$lone
Sp+Cer+Cal rcplac€ment

NaniriviLfrine, $+Mrc stalactitic karst Gait etal. (1990)
N,W.T. Canada

Pine Poinr, sp + Gd stalrcritic MvT Kyle (1981)
N,W.T. Cansds

Salafossa,Italy ry $ahctfonn kmt/Alpinevein Bemardetal.O9T2)

Largention,Auonzo,Sp stalactifm kmt/Alplnovolahgay(1971)
Italy
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Table 1, continued

Iocation Mineralogy Morphologyt Occunence Reference

Ssthea$MismiUSA
Fletcbermine Py
Magnont miie Mrc + Gn
WstForkmiE Fe$lfide

F&sul[de

Silesis,Poland Sp + Gn

Trzeblorka Sp+Cal
SilsiqPolaod Gn+Mrc

UpperMiss. Valley, Mrc
Wis.,Il.,USA ry
Shullsbugmino ry+Mrc+Gn
Ameliamins ry+Mlc
Man<len @lack Jrck)Mrc + cD + Sp

Amalthuclay, ry
Gemy

JewelCave' Ch+Qtr
South Dakotq
USA

IavaBedsNat.Mon Opal
Caltfonla, USA

IVbealJuliamine Cc,Bn,Ccp
NmqualaodS.A-

Raiblmine, Cal
Irdy

Montevcshio, Mrc
Sardlnta

RioDeJaneim, "Slli@ous"
BMil

chimy MVT
stalrctitic MVT
stalactitic & MvT
stalagBitic
chimey

stalacddc MvT

stalagtitic & MVT
re stalapitidc

chiruFy MVT
stalactitic MVT
stalrctitic MVT
stalactitic MvT
stalacl, chimney MVI

A.V.Heyl (pm.6lm, 1990)
Hagni & Tmcygrtsr (194
Marcgem & Ilagni (1992)

Madkos cr al. (1986)

sN4usrktewtcz st al. (1982)

Sobczynski & Saworzynski (195)

Ueyl et al. (1959)
R.V. Ki*ham (pen. omm", 1990)
kBerge (1984)
Kucha & Banes (1995)
Peck (198)

Deal (1964)

Andsrson (1930)

Comliswn(1958)

NON-oRE (or POST-oRE) KARST/CAVB ENVIRONMENT
stalactitic diagenetic Huctson(1982)

stalrctitic kmt @vo

lavatube

sulErgene

conlloftlal

stalactitic

"stalactitic"
(inverted

cbtnney)

stalactitic

stalactitic

Geysn, Califomia Opal stalactitic

RockQ€dq Ch+Qtz stalacdtic
Oregon, USA

Wyonlng,USA Ch stalrcritic

Ballync, ry
Silvelmim, heland

Leadville,Colomdo, Gn
Thcmu nire

Mid@eanddgEs g+Ccp+
Sp + Silica +
Anh + othe6

Choroque,Bolivia Casiterite?

post-miniry DiColbertaldo(l947)
sbaqueous
'karstic"

suporgeno Zutrardi&Salvadori(1964)

faulbdgrcis Csldcteugh(1829)
overhmg

overhmg Vonsen(1941)

diabasewgs Housley(1952)

ka$tcrvs B0uSbon(1974)

OTHER DBPOSIT TYPES, (EXCEPT EPITHERMAL. KARST AND MVT)

'chtmpy' Smq Iarrer er al. (1981)

slalactitic me.sothemal Fmmons sf al. (l!27)

chimney lvla$ive sulffdg nany dascriptions

stalactidc tin vein Curder (195)

Symbols md abbreviatims: Anh aobsdrite, Bn bornite, Carb crbonate Cal calsitc, C€r c€ru$ite, Ch
o.rqlcedoqty, Qpycl'elcop'yrito, Ca daloocit€ (qrhite ud blue), Gn gal€na J6jord&i!e, Mrc Barc€sit€, MVT:
Misissippi-Valloy-tped€pos4 ry,egit& ab qurtz, Rbs rhodochrosite, SEDEX sedinenl-hqted exhalaive
deposil Sp sphalerite, Sulf sulfosall
I Theoi"gleqrdatimDalrsdrnot€nat€rialroseinblingstalaotites(orchimsls)inallrespects,hrtcollected
fromrmoriented spooimens, withodvisual proof of ptn<lent (crupward) growth"
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dipping, northwest-trending fissure veins @g. l). The
veins displace thick, welded, rhyolitic ash flows
constituting the intracaldera fi1l of the resurgently
domed late Oligocene Bachelor caldera (the second
of at least six major middle Tertiary calderas) in the

Gravels and terrace
deposits of the

Rio Grande

Creede Fm
moat sediments

& travertine

Pre-Creede caldera
volcanics

- - i . t

Structure with
historical production

Structure without
historical production

central San Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado.
The mineral association is characterized by base- and
precious-metal sulfides, native silver, and minor
iulfosalts in a gangue that includes quartz (locally
chalcedonic), barite, rhodochrosite, pyrite, chlorite,

N

Frc. 1. Location map for stalactite samples within tle Creede mining district, Colorado. Value below sample number is the
elevation in meters. CCM-2 is the site of the U.S. Geological Survey's 'Creede Caldera Moat Drilling Project" bore hole

that contains pyrite stalactites in calcite veins.
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fluorite, and hematite. The brines of the Creede
hydrothermal system are considered to have come from
fluids residing in the lacustrine facies of the Creede
Formation to the south; additional recharge was
contributed from meteoric solutions derived from
former highlands in the vicinity of the Continental
Divide north of Creede, and with possible contribu-
tions of magmatic fluid as welt (Betirke & Rye 1979).
The Creede Formation is just over one kilometer thick
and consists of local stream conglomerate and a wide
variety of lacustrine clastic sediments, ash flows, and
waterlain silicic tuff, all of which are intercalated with
travertine and deposited within an annular lake or moar
surrounding the resurgent dome inside the Creede
caldera. The latest local igneous event was about L m.y.
prior to the Creede hydrothermal event @ethke e/ a/.
1976\.

Mineral deposition was almost entirely as open-
space filling, and extensive, interconnected, crystal-
lined open spaces remain today, 25 m.y. after the
event. Mineralization varied in both time and space, as
is summari2ed in Table 2; the speleothem-like features
described in this paper constitute a minuscule part of
the total record. Fluid inclusion evidence for boiling
from quartz from the OH vein places the paleo-water
table about 500 meters above the sample sites (Barton
et al. 1977,Hayba 1992), which is similar to depths
estimated from postulated level of the land surface at
the time of mineralization (Steven & Eaton 1975).
Plumlee (1989) estimated a depth as shallow as
350 meters for the Bulldog Mountain vein system.
Along the top of the ore, condensation of acidic vapon
produced an impermeable cap of sericitic alteration
(Barton et al. 1977).

Incation and ortentation of samples

The locations and elevations of samples are shown
on the map (Fig. l). The samples are diverse in
mineralogy, morphology, and paragenesis. There is no
evidence, or even a suggestion, that they formed in a
single, district-wide stalactite-forming event.

Many 'stalactites' were collected from unoriented
"dump" material; thus we lack absolute proof of their
original orientation. However, their usual rigorously
parallel orientation within each specimen and
consistent arrangement relative to otler geopetal
criteria, such as sedimented mineral grains, make it
inconceivable to us that they could be any feature
otler than stalactites. Nonetheless, we use single
quotes to enclose all references to materials having
undocumented orientation from the field.

D es c ription of stalactit e s :
g eneral cons iderations

Stalactites'are found "hanging" in forrner open
spaces within piles of breccia fragments, from

irregularities along vein walls, or from older layers of
relatively large euhedral crystals. Silica ostalactites',

including many with an axial cavity, "hang" from
earlier silic4 even from the tips of euhedral quartz,
without evidence of feeder channels. Unfornrnately,
none of the sulfide specimens that have a well-
developed axial tube contain the basal substrate-
attachment portiol. Thus, evidence for feeder channels
in the form of cracks extending into the overhanging
rock or vein mat0er is absent for sulfide stalactites. In
most instances, non-stalactitic overgrowths of
hydrothermal quartz, chalcedony, or sulfides have
overgrown the original 'stalactites'; their presence
unequivocally demonstrates that the ostalactites'

belong to the hydrothermal event, and not to a
subsequent process.

Individual stalactitic features are surprisingly
monomineralic, but they have a variety of mineral
compositions: silica, sphalerite, galena, or pyrite.
However, it is significant that we have found no
oomixed populations"; that is, silica 'stalactites' are
associated with other silica 'stalactites' and never with
sphalerite or pyrite'stalactites'.

Description of silica'stalactites'

Chalcedony-free, well-crystallized quartz or
amethyst is abundant and widespread throughout the
Creede district, and it constitutes one of the major
gangue minerals. Locally there is much chalcedony.
Some large specimens (up to several tens of
centimeters across) on the dumps are as much as 50Vo
or more chalcedony interlayered with quartz, but such
samples usually show repetition of layers; an estimate
of the total stratigraphic thickness of banded silica
would be 5 to 10 (rarely as much as 2O) cm. Banded
chalcedonic silica is strongly concentrated in a small
fraction of the district within one or two hundred
meters of the Last Chance Cave (also known as tne
Chance Cave; see Fig. 1). Some similar material is
found on the Commodore 3 and Commodore 4 dumps
a kilometer south of the Last Chance Cave. but these
materials are suspected to have come, via inter-
connected workings, from farther north in the vicinity
of the Last Chance Cave; nevertheless, the actual
source of the Commodore dump silica has little
bearing on our interpretation. Thin seams (usually less
than a few cm wide) of banded chalcedonic (now
recrystallized) silica occur elsewhere in the district,
usually early in the paragenetic sequence, but such
deposits are small, local, and volumetrically
insignificant.

The Last Chance Cave is a chambered hanging-wall
zone that was shattered prior to and during mineral-
izatron;' the silver values were principally in the later
fine-grained materials that surround blocks of broken
banded silica. The Last Chance Cave formed. and is so
named, as a consequence of collapse during mining,
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF MINERALOGYI, ZONING, AND
TENTATIVE CORRELATION OF PARAGBNETIC

SEQUENCE FOR THE MAIN CREEDE MINING DISTRTCT

Southern Area: Cenfral Amethyst Area:
Bulldog Mtr. vein Cental Amethyst vein
SouthAmethystvein OHvein
MononHill Pvein

1l Younger
V stage E stage

bot Pf ,Mrc, bot Py, Mrc,
Sp, Stib, Sulf Sp, Stib, Sulf

fV stage (minor) D stage
Sp, Gn, Ccp Sp, Gn, Ccp

Itr stage C stage
Fl, Qtz Fl, Qtz, Sd

trstage B stage
Brt, Qtz, Gn,Sp, Qtz, Sp, Gn,Ccp,
Tet, Sulf, Silver Chl, Hem, Tet

I stage A stage
Rhs,Qlt',Ad Qtf,Chl,Ad

U older
Travertine

C^1, Pyt

Abbreviations: Ad - adularia, bot $ - botryoidal pyrite, Brt - barite, Cal - calcite, Chl
- chlorite, Ccp - chalcopyrite, Fl - fluorite, Gn - galena, Hem - hematite, ldrc -
marcasite, B - pynte, Qtr - quafiz or chalcedony or banded silica, Rhs -
rtrodochrosite, Sd - siderite, Sp - sphalerite, Stib - stibnite, Sulf - sulfosalts, Tet -
tetrahedrite.

I Principal minerals in each stage listed in order of abundance. Additional minerals are
generally prcsent, but in much smaller amonts. Italicized abbreviations of minerals

^ indicate those exhibiting local stalactitic morphologies.
z The Nortr Amethyst area is not included here as no speleothems have been recognized

there,
3 Th" par"g"n".is for Southem Area is from Plumlee (1989).
4 The paragenesis for Central Ame0ryst Area is from Bethke and Rye (199).
) pyrite stalactites firom Monon Hill mine may have been deposited either at this stage

- or during the older, travertine-forming evenl
o Banded silica deposition is first observed in this stage, but may also have been

deposited during later stages, especially tr and B. The exact stage of silica 'stalactite'

fomration is ambiguous.

not as a pre-mining solution feature. It is similar to the Chance Cave is located at a major structural plexus of
bonanza bodies in the hanging wall of the famous shatteringwherethefootwallof themajorstructure,the
Comstock Lode in Nevada (Vikre 1989). The Last Amethyst vein normal fault, is more convex toward

9lr
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the hanging wall near the surface than it is a few
hundred meters down dip. Thus, during movement
on the normal fault, the hangrng wall became an
unsupported arch that collapsed, yith attendant
localized brecciation (Cannaday 1950; for further
discussiono see Steven & Ratt6 1965). Two major
veins, the OH and P, emanate from the swarm of minor
structures in this plexus. In addition, a paleocanyon
(filled by coarse conglomerate of the pre-ore Creede
Formation) crosses above the ore zone and enters the
Creede moat to the south. The former canyon is
trucated by the Amethyst fault in the vicinity of the
Last Chance Cave. and the sediments are situated so

that they almost certainly served as an aquifer for
discharging hot fluids rising along the Amethyst vein-
fault system. Thus, the area in which the banded silica
is found was a focus for fluid flow during mineral-
ization. The underground workings in tlis area are
inaccessible, and the'stalactite'-bearing banded silica
samples were collected from surface or underground
dumps of material believed to have been mined from
the vicinity of the Last Chance Cave.

Although amethyst is a common variant of silica
throughout the Creede district, the majority of the
quartz layers and almost all of the chalcedony bands
are colorless or white to $ay. A minor amount of the
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Frc. 2. Representative samples of silica 'stalactites' collected from the mining dumps of
the Iast Chance Cave. Photos are oriented to agree with their inferred geopetal orien-
tation. Each of these samples is >997o {tlica. a) Silica 'stalactites' langrng within a
banded silica vein. Sample C-97, from Last Chance dump. Bar = 1 cm. b) Sawn slab
showing silica 'stalactites' hangrng from the underside of a platy fragment of breccia
composed of older banded silica layers, which projected into an open space along the
vein. Subsequent layers of banded silica envelop the breccia fragments and silica 'sta-

lactites'; that is, the eitire array of concentric layers becomes younger outward'
Sulfides (sl| and arborescent fluorite (now represented by molds visible as
\mudges', fm) coprecipitated with the banded silica and are only present on the
'upward-facing side', presumably due to gravitational settling of crystal nuclei.
Sample JJ-6, Last Chance dump; collected by J. Jackson. Bar = I cm' c) Nearly lon-
gitudiml section tlrough silica 'stalactites'. Note the "linked' microspheres of lamel-
lar silica forming the cores ofthe silica 'stalactites'. The "stalagmite" is an illusion and
is actually a 'stalactite' crossing the plane of the section u1 6 angle. Transmitted
plane-polarized lighr Sample C-86, Last Chance dump. Bar = I mm.

9 1 3
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chalcedony and its associated quartz is amethystine,
and amethyst and white to clear quafiz arc commonly
intergrown so tlat no pervasive natural process of
selective coloring or bleaching of amethyst is likely.
The chalcedony layers are composed of radiating
fibers, which may be either length-fast or length-slow,
with the former more common. All chalcedony layers
are colloform and display fiber elongation oriented
petpendicular to growth banding. The microcrystalline
quartz shows crystal terminations pointing toward the
former open vein, and it obviously grew from true
solution. In contrastn the cryptocrystalline quartz and
chalcedony show no evidence ofgrowing from an ionic
or molecular solution; indeed, sorire textures are
characterized by tiny spherules (now mostly recrystal-
lized to microgranular quartz) a few micrometers in
diameter. Locally, these spherules display soft-
sediment-like, deformation-induced features: in all
probability, they represent deposits of flocs of silica.
However, because most of tle chalcedony bands
remain of constant thickness regardless of their
orientation as linings within formerly open spaces, we
must conclude that there was usually negligible
sedimentation or slumping of silica, and the issue of
solution yersas sol remains enigmatic.

Much of the chalcedony has undergone recrystal-
lization, resulting in a "feather"-textured micro-
crystalline quartz that is invariably length-fast. As
determined by the procedure described by Murata &
Norman (1976), recrystallized chalcedony has a higher
crystallinify index (4.0-4.1) than the chalcedony
(I.8-2.2); large euhedral crystals have a crystallinify
index in the range 7.0-9.8. Thin bands of chalcedony
are locally completely recrystallized, rphereas thicker
bands with coarser fibers are unchanged or only
partially recrystallized. The recrystallization process
destroys growth banding and changes the color
of the chalcedony from white or amethystine to
colorless.

All silica ostalactites' within each sample have
parallel axes and grew in the same direction (Fig. 2). In
samples of banded silica that have upper and lower
walls present, sulfides, chlorite, flakes of hematite, and
arborescent fluorite are distributed asvmmetricallv.
They (especially chlorite and hematite flakes) are
alrnost always observed to have been deposited on
what we interpret to have been upward-facing surfaces
and are apparently localized by the gravitational
sedimentation of crystallites. An excellent example of
this is found in sample JJ-6 (donated by J. Jackson),
in which alrnost all of the sulfides (dark material) and
arborescent fluorite occur in the banded silica on one
set of surfaces, These accumulated on the upward-
facing side of a platy breccia fragment (composed of
older layers of banded silica, Fig. 2b) that had
projected into open space. Growth of the layers was
outward. The fragment and its overgrowths acted as an
umbrella and shielded the banded silica laven below

the fragment from accumulation of settling nuclei of
sulfides and fluorite. This geometry is consistent with
the slightly earlier silica 'stalactites' hanging from
beneath the breccia fragment (illusfiated below by
occwrence IV: Fig. 5).

Out of253 samples ofbanded silica collected from
the Last Chance Cave mining areao only 15 contain
recognizable'stalactites'. The silica'stalactites'
occupy two brief intervals amid a multitextured
paragenesis that is characterized volumetrically by
more than 997o banded silica. Minor hypogene
constituents in the banded silica include platy or
skeletal galena, euhedral sphalerite, trace amounts of
probable sulfosalts, ooleaf' native silver, and lithified,
fine-grained siliceous sediment. Also present are: fine-
grained arborescent white fluorite (in part etched
away), a few remnants of coarse (up to several cm),
green and white, euhedral to anhedral fluorite, and
numerous empty molds representing former (now
leached away) coarse-grained sphalerite and octahedra
of fluorite. The leaching of the fluorite and sphalerite
was among the latest events in the deposit, because the
molds are devoid of filling by later minerals. Other
minerals common elsewhere in the Creede paragenesis,
such as rhodochrosite, pyrite, marcasite, chalcopyrite,
and chlorite, are rare. Even the locally abundant barite
is sparsely represented, mostly by platy molds, that,
alternatively, are suggestive of etched out lamellar
calcite rather than barite; however, no remnants of
lamellar calcite, or any other morphology of calcite, are
found in fhe ore. In a few specimens, silica clearly
occupies space that was once occupied by barite.

The banded silica is entirely open-space filling,
and many openings remain (e.9., Fig. 2a). Repeated
breaking of the banded silica occurred during
deposition, and a laboriously reconstructed strati-
gfaphy of the silica shows that the fracturing events
were local rather than pervasive. There are remarkably
few fragments of wallrock or vein deposits other than
older parts of the same local sequence of banded silica.
We tentatively assign the silica 'stalactites' to the early
part of the "B stage" in Table 2, because the minor
chalcedonic silica found in the nearby P vein is clearly
of early B stage and because the B-stage silver values,
for which the deposit 'ry6s mined, were in the fine-
grained material surrounding the broken blocks of
banded silica.

The silica 'stalactites' have lengths as great as 7 cm
and diameters less than 1 cm. A rounded, conical shape
is the predominant morphology observed; cylindrical
morphologies also are present, but less commonly. All
conical silica 'stalactites' occur as drip structures with
straight, parallel axes pointing the same way. The
'stalactites' usually occur in clusters, commonly
forming coalescent curtains or masses. Some
cylindrical silica 'stalactites' have axes that are very
slightly curved and diverge a few degrees from
parallel. No feeder channels are observed in any of the
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material from which tle 'stalactites' are suspended.
Unusual, tiny 'stalactites' that may be better

described as "helictites" have been noted hanging from
thin (1 mm) layers of banded silica that coats coarse
crystals of amethyst. They are - 1 mm in diameter and
are up to 5 mm long, and they have no visible feeder
channels. They fwist and turn at odd angles, but have
the same geopetal orientation as the conical forrns. The
process by which these features formed is not obvious.
Layers of chalcedony surround the "helictites",
creating a botryoidal surface from which hang more
typical conical ostalactites' of silica.

No recognizable stalagmites or thickening of silica
layers have been observed below any of the
'stalactites' at Creede. The layers that define the
stratigraphic interval composing the silica'stalactites'
remain relatively uniform in thickness all around the
vugs, even directly undemeath a 'stalactite' 

Gig. 2c).
Only at the tips of a few silica 'stalactites' can
thickened layers be observed. We have looked for,
but not found, any example of the ponding of silica
that might show horizontal stratification, such as is
common in agate. This absence of accumulation
of material beneath 'stalactites' contrasts strongly
with the example of stalagmite formation at the
epithermal Cirotan, West Java, gold deposit (J6brak
et al. 1996).

A typical silica 'stalactite' has an axis composed of
concentric layers of microscopically lamellar silica
forming tiny microspheres (100 to 300 pm in
diameter), which may be individually linked like a
pearl necklace Grg. 2c) or grouped into a rod- or cone-
shaped mass. The layers and microspheres of lamellar
silica are enveloped by a thin (100 to 200 pm) white
layer of very finely fibrous, radial crystallites of
chalcedony. Dissolution of the lamellar silica is
cortlmon, resulting in the creation of axial domains
(with roundish, but generally not circular, cross
sections) within the enclosing layer of fibrous silica.
Dissolution down the center of the tubular structures
has sculpted the layers of lamellar silica, creating, or
perhaps merely widening, a central canal. Subsequent
deposition of inward-pointing euhedral quafiz partially
or wholly fills the dissolution cavities.

The silica ostalactites' have a "gelatinous"-looking
outer layer that encases the finely fibrous layer.
This "gelatinous"-looking layer also may form
microspheres and has been observed to "hang" off
the end of a 'helictitic" cylindrical ostalactite', an
observation also made by J6brak et al. (1996) x
Cirotan, Indonesia. Nearly all of this material has been
recrystallized, but remnants penist which indicate that
the "gelatinous"-looking silica was also composed of
radially oriented, finely fibrous chalcedony. Fiben are
length-slow, and concenfric lamellae mark stages of
growth.

Encasing the layers that define the silica stalactites
is more banded silica. The thickness of alternatine

layers of euhedral quartz and chalcedony in the banded
silica is uniform when traced along the vein walls,
down the side of the stalactites, and around their tips.
The additional buildup of silica may total several
centimeters, thereby completely burying and masking
the presence ofthe 'stalactites',

The dissolution, recrystallization, replacement, and
overgtowth events in the silica 'stalactitesn obscure the
initial character of the stalactitic stage that is so critical
to quantitative modeling. We have tried to determine
the diameters of the initial stalactites" but we are
uncertain of what to measure: we can find circular
features from a millimeter or so up to 3 or 4 mm
without decisive criteria to identify which, if any, are
the original outer surfaces.

D e s cription of sphalerite stalncrttes

Of all the stalactites observed at Creede" those
composed of base-metal sulfides show the grcatest
compositional and morphological diversity (Ftg. 3).
The most abundant sulfide stalactites are composed
mainly of sphalerite. Sphalerite stalactites were
collected from the OH and the Bulldog Mountain vein
systems, most of them by G.S. Plumlee, who clearly
recognlzed their stalactitic cha.racter and verified their
pendant orientation. Two of the best samples are of
unknown orientation. One specimen @R-121, noted
on Fig. l) is a cylinder 2.5 cm in diameter and >8 cm
long, possessing a porous interior of stage-B sulfides,
overgrown by stage-D sphalerite. It was collected by
J. Jackson, who reported that the specimen was one
of several similal 'slal6stitic' features that lay "in all
directions" in a vug near the 7 level on the west wall of
the OH vein; we suspect that blasting had dislodged
and disoriented originally attached stalactites. The
second, from the Bulldog Mountain mine, is shown in
Figures 3a and 3b.

Small amounts of galena and, occasionally, pyrite
are intergrown or interlayered with sphalerite. Minor
amounts of primary chalcopyrite are present in thin
section as rod-shaped grains associated with similar,
but larger, grains of galena. Both the galena and
chalcopyrite rod-shaped grains grew with their long
dimensions perpendicular to the growth laading of the
sphalerite stalactites. Tiny euhedral crystals of quartz,
usually with their c axes tangentially oriented, are
commonly intergrown with the outermosf layers, or
decorate the surface of these stalactites. Euhedral
blades of barite are occasionally observed within the
sphalerite growth-bands. Aggregates of barite crystals,
now leached out. also formed the substrate on which
some of tle sphalerite stalactites grew. Minor tmounts
of tetrahedrite and an unidentified silver-bearing
sulfide associated with coarse-grained galena also are
present. The ores of nearly all sphalorite stalactites
have been altered by an episode of tetrahedrite disease
(Plumlee 1"989,p.49) or chalcopyrite disease @arton &
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FIG. 3. Representative examples of stalactitic base-metal sulfides from the southern Bulldog vein system, a) Sulfide 'stalactite'

complete with an axial canal. Intergrown, coarse-grained crystals of sphalerite and twinned galena encrust the surface of the
'stalactite'. Sample MR-I, collected by M. Roeber from an unknown locality within the Bulldog Mountain mine. Scale
below 'stalactite' shows centimeters as the larger rulings; and above, the largest rulings are inches. b) SEM back-scattered
electron image of colloform growth-bands and hollow axial canal of transverse sertion of sample MR-I. Black areas are
holes, bright layers are galen4 and medium gray arca is sphalerite, both within the banded central region and extending
outward beyond the limits of the figure. Note the euhedral crystal of late-stage sphalerite projecting into the axial canal,
Bar = L mm. c) Sulfide stalactites with intergrown blades of barite. The stalactites grew on a substrate of large bladed
crystals of barite. Sample GSP-AG collected by G. Plumlee from the Bulldog Mountain minq elevation -2853 m. The coin
is 19 mm in diameter. d) Polished section through sample depicted in Figure 3c, viewed under transmitted, plane-polarized
ligbt. The stalactites have axial calals, some of which have coalesced, surrounded by growth-zoned colloform sphalerite.
These stalactites have been strongly altered by an episode of terahedrite (td) disease wherein dark (opaque in the photo),
iron-rich sphalerite is replaced by clear sphalerite with finely intergrown tetralealrite; it is seen in this photograph as a
lightening of outer portions of the sphalerite layers. The "trashy" white area surrounding the stalactites and constituting half
of the photo area is epoxy. Nar = I mm.

Bethke 1987) or both (Fig. 3d), which infected the
sphalerite of stage B, but not that of stage D.

The morphologies of sphalerite stalactites include
probable flowstone, narrow oostrings", and more
typical-looking stalactites, complete with axial tubes
(Frg. 3). These stalactites have dimensions that range
from 1 mm in diameter by 20 mm long to 2.5 cm

diameter by >8 cm. Overall, the sphalerite stalactites
are nearly cylindrical. Most of these stalactites have an
axial tube, which may be hollow with tiny crystals
(usually colorless sphalerite or galena lining the inner
surface: Figs. 3b, d) or contain a system of inter-
connected pore-spaces.

Except for the flowstone, all of the sphalerite
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stalactites have colloforrn growth-bands composed
predominantly of fine-grained, porous and, in some
cases, friable layers of sphalerite. In sample MR-l,
interlayered sphalerite and galena growth-bands form
conspicuous bulbous colloform structures about the
axial canal and along the entire length of the stalactite
(Figs. 3a, b).

Also common to all of the sphalerite stalactites
except the 'Tlowstone" is a thick outer zone ofcoarsely
crystalline (as much as 10 mm), yellow to brown
sphalerite. Relatively large euhedral cubic crystals of
galena also may be intergrown witl tle coarse
sphalerite. Unlike the inner layers, which vary in
thickness from place to place or even pinch oug this
outer zone has a fairly uniform thickness (within a
particular sample but not between samples) from base
to tip of the stalactite. The outer zone was deposited
after the episode(s) of tetrahedrite t chalcopyrite
disease mentioned above. This disease-type alteration
wiped out almost all of the color banding within the
sphalerite of the inner layers. The late sphalerite
correlates well with the late "Stage D" sphalerite seen
through much of the OH and P veins and locally in the
Bulldog Mountain vein; it is known from thousands of
fluid inclusion measurements to have been deposited in
the 290 to 185"C range. No fluid inclusions from tlre
flowstone-fiee parts of sta.lactites have been measured
at this time; the fine grain-size and alteration probably
preclude reliable measurements.

Delicate "strings" (Sl mm diameter by <20 mm
long) form curtains that hang from small bulbous
protuberances along the vein wall. Such stalactites
have a central core of fine-grained light yellow
sphalerite, which is surrounded by coarser-grained
brown sphalerite. The coarser-grained sphalerite outer
zone is formed by euhedral crystals of sphalerite
(<1 mm diameter) that decorate the surface of the
oostrings".

Plumlee (1989) described "flowstone", composed of
a very fine-grained, porous, and light brown sphalerite
(verified by X-ray diffraction), which forms ropy,
icicle-like masses that were "oriented vertically within
the vein" (Plumlee 1989; sample GSP-JT, his
Fig. 1.6B, p. 41). The outside surface of these masses
is covered with a dusting of fine crystals of galena.
This feature has no evident internal structure except
where thin layers of galena crystals mark the position
of previous flowstone surfaces. In some cases,
individual "ropes" form separate stalactites.

Description of pyrite stal.actites

Pyrite stalactites in the Monon mine: P1rite stalactites
were collected by P.M. Bethke (sample PMB-AAM)
from the Silver Horde level of the Monon mine" which
is at a relatively low elevation (Tll0 m) at the south-
rvestern end of the district. The Monon ntins is unique
in the Creede camp in that it vielded about 23 tonnes of

silver (plus some lead and zinc) from orebodies tn
travertine and talus of the Creede Formation that buried
a rhyolite knob. The stalactites are not coated by later
ore or gangue mineralso as would be expected for very
early material; thus the possibility must be considered
that the pyrite was coeval with tle "E' stage along the
OH vein or the'V" stage along the Bulldog Mountain
vein. However, it is not inconceivable that the
stalactitic pyrite is associated with the travertine-
forrning event that occurred perhaps a million years
prior to the silver mineralization. If such an early origin
is accepted, the pressure - temperature - chemistry
conditions deduced for the Creede mineralization
would have nothing to do with the origin of this
sample. Support for this latter altemative is provided
by apparently similar stalactites of pyrite (described
below) intercepted in dritl core beneath the Mineral
Counfy airport, a little over 3.5 km south of the main
Creede mining district and 3 km southeast of Monon
Hill.

The Monon mine stalactites do not hang freely,
but are ridges attached to the vein's nearly vertical
footwall. The hanging wall of the vein has been
removed by mining, but the stalactites seem to have
been vertical columns connecting steeply dipping vein
walls. The pyrite stalactites form pencil-size tubes that
run parallel to each other down the wall (Fig. 4a). All
pyrite stalactites have a porous central region (Ftg. 4b).

In some stalactites, the individual tubes have
coalesced to form a single stalactite. These pyrite
stalactites have a diameter in the range 0.5 - 3.0 mm
and a length greater than 10 cm. The Monon mine
stalactites are composed of relatively thick layers of
massive, fine-grained pyrite separated by thinner layers
of euhedral, outward-radiating marcasite. Isolated
crystals of marcasite are also observed oofloating" in the
layers of massive pyrite. A spongy, porous layer of
pyrite makes up the walls of the stalactite's central
canals. and in some cases. the outer srrface as well
(Fig. 4b). Polished sections of the pyrite stalactites
etched with dilute nitric acid reveal a complex series of
thin growth-bands within the pyrite layers. The degree
of etching apparently correlates with compositional
variations (mainly arsenic) within the pyrite (Plumlee
1989), although the recent observation by D6dony
et al. (1"996) of structural faults corresponding to
marcasite structural layering in pyrite suggests that the
anisotropism observed in this pyrite and its etching
behavior may be related to structural defects. Etching
also reveals that the spongy, porous layers are
composed of framboidal pyrite. Each framboid is
enclosed by a layer ofradially oriented, bladed pyrite
crystals. Minor, isolated framboids also occur within
the radial layers of pyrite. The framboids are made up
of rounded cubes of pyrite (1 to 3 pm on an edge)
ananged into spheres (5 to 20 trrm in diameter). The
layers generally form a zone only 0.1 to 0.2 mm wide.
According to the criteria of Kalliokoski & Cathles
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Flc. 4. Examples of the pyrite stalactites. The photos are
orienied to agree with their geopetal orientation. a) Pyrite
stalactites from the Monon Hill mine, sample
PMB-AAM. elevation -2ill0 m. The coin is 19 mm in
diameter. b) Polished longitudinal section through pyrite
stalactites seen in Figure 4a under reflected light. The
central openings represent a discontinuous axial canal.
The dull, spongy-looking layers around the axial canal and
outer edge are cornposed of framboidal pyrite. The
bar is equal to 1 mm. c) Slab through carbonate-pyrite
veinlet in Snowshoe Mountain Ttrff taken from core
recovered in the U.S. Geological Survey's "Creede
Caldera Moat Drilling Project". The drill hole was within
5o of vertical. The pyrite stalactites are suspended from
the veinlet's hanging wall and the underside of the rock
fragment in the middle of the veinlet. These stalactites are
composed essentially of framboidal pyrite. Much of the
white calcite filling the veinlet forms layers around
the pyrite stalactites, which contrasts with the calcite
plates in Figure 4d. The coin is 19 mm in diameter.
d) Pyrite stalactite from a different vein, but the same core
as noted in Figure 4c. Stalactites are suspended from
vein's hanging wall into an open space within the vein.
The gay, platy crystals partly surrounding the stalactites
are a later shge of white calcite. The bar is equal to I mm.
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(1969), the morphology of the framboidal pyrite grains
indicates that the frarnboids have undergone post-
depositional changes.

Pyrite stalactites in the mnat, Creede caldera: Pyite
stalactites were recovered in November 1991 from drill
core at an elevation of 1922 m, or a depth of 710 m
Qast core run from the bottom of the hole). The core
resulted from the Creede Caldera Moat Drilling
hoject, which was part of the U.S. Geological Survey
Continental Scientific Drilling hogram. The stalactites
in the core occur in pyrite--calcite veins that cut weakly

to moderately welded Snowshoe Mountain Tuff. The
stalactites are about I mm in diameter. as much as
15 mm long, and have a gently tapered morphology
(Figs. 4c, d). Both the hanging wall and footwall of
these veins are coated with a thin layer (l-2 mm thick)
of pyrite. The stalactites hang from the pyrite layer
coating the vein's hanging wall. No obvious
stalagmitic mounds were observed beneath these
stalactites, although the footwall layer is twice as thick
as the hanging-wall layer. These stalactites are
composed essentially of framboidal pyrite reminiscent
of those from the Monon Hill sample.
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Forrnation of these pyrite stalactites was followed
by a stage of non-stalactitic, coarse, lamellar calcite.
There is no visible base- or precious-metal mineral-
ization in these samples, and we tentatiygly assign
them to the roots of the travertine-forming system that
was coeval with the filling of the structural moat of the
Creede calder4 which preceded ore in the Creede
district by more than a million years. It is conceivable
that this part of the travertine deposition began so early
that not even the present 710 m of cover was present.
We do know that some of the latest travertine was
deposited as knobs, terraces, and bedded sediments in
the Creede Forrnation through a wide span of basin
filling at elevations ranging from at least as low as
2400 m to at least as high as 2900 m. The early
travertine may have had its own local, vapor-
dominated system, an idea supported by the primary
fluid inclusions in calcite examined by Nora Foley
(pers. comm.o 1995), which show low-salinity fluids
that homogenize to the liquid at a maximum
temperature of only 160oC, with no liquid CO2 or
clathrate; thus it appears that the pressure during
boiling was too low for a deep, vapor-dominated
regime.

Other gravitationally oriented tactures in pyrite: Other
textures influenced by gravity involving pyrite have
been observed by Plumlee (1989, p. 226) from the
Bulldog Mountain mine. Late, "Stage V" botryoidal
pyrite forms vertically oriented surface striations
@lumlee's Fig. 3.4A) and downward "draped" and
imbricated bulges (Plumlee's Fig. 3.4D) reminiscent of
sagged paint.

Description of galena-cored stal.actites

Galena, with minor sphalerite t pyrite, forrns the
core of small, extremely lumFy stalactites collected
from the Bulldog Mountain mine by G.S. Plumlee.
They were found as pendant structures hanging from
the tip of a o'daggero'-shaped rock that projected
from the back at the intersection of a subsidiary
structure with the main vein. These stalactites are
stubby, conical features, with outside dimensions
ranging from 0.3 to I cm in diameter and from
1.2 to 3 cm long; however, the sulfide cores are only I
to 2 mm in diameter. Rhodochrosite forms the
outermost layer of these stalactites, covering euhedral,
plate-like cavities that probably represent the molds of
former crystals of barite 2 n 4 nm wide that had
decorated the sulfide cores. The barite blades had been
removed by hydrothermal leaching after the deposition
ofthe rhodochrosite rind. No central canals have been
observed in these stalactitic forms. Zhabin (1983)
illustrated similar lumFy stalactites, from the Kvaisin
deposit in the Caucasus, up to 54 cm long and
composed of sphalerite with calcite, galena, and
marcasite.

Orrrsn Occr,ERENcFs oF STALAcTITFS
n:'I ORE DEPOS'S

A survey of the literature, and the recollections
of our colleagues, reveal quite a few occurrences of
stalactiform features from the hypogene stages
of mineral deposits. The fire stalactites among them
serve to identify fossil vapor-dominated systems. Some
occurrences of stalactiform silica, sulfides, and
rhodochrosite are listed and briefly characterized in
Table 1. Most examples come from epithermal and
Mississippi-Valley-type deposits, where the literature
supports both the conventional vapor-dominated
stalactite scenario and, especially in the latter deposits,
a mixing of two fluids to produce 4 ooshimnsy" s16und
a vent (see below). Presumably the epithermal
examples grew in H2O-rich vapors, probably also rich
in CO2. For Mississippi-Valley-type situations, the
temperatures were too low for water vapor to have
been the probable dominant gas, and we are left with
CO2, H2S, and CHa as candidates. Barton (1967)
proposed that H2S and even CO, ue probably very
subordinate to CHa in the MississippiValley-type
setting, and it seemed likely that stalactite formation
occurred in formero natural-gas-filled reservoirs.
However, recent results of gas analyses from fluid
inclusions in ore and gangue minerals from the Ozark
region of the U.S. mid-continent fl-andis & Hofstra
(1991), discussed extensively by Plumlen, et al. (1994))
show that COr predominated over CHa during most of
the mineralization. If the analyses also represent the
vapor-dominated phases of mineralization, \ile must
now conclude that the sas reservoirs contained
principally CO2.

Sraracrrromt FEerunr-s N GENERAL

It is generally accepted that stalactites form as drip
features in vapor-dominated environments, but even
this may not always be correct. Figure 5 summarizes
several modes of formation of stalactiform features.
and the next few paragraphs explains them in some
detail.

The common calcite stalactites in subaerial karsts
form in two manners (Moore 1962), both of which
share the critical chemistry wherein CO2 escapes from
slightly acid, lime-bearing, bicarbonate solutions, with
concomitant increase in pH and precipitation of calcite
as the residual bicarbonate hydrolyzes. The first type of
stalactite forms as a downward-growing collar around
an orifice tlrough which water flows; these typically
grow snaight downward as "soda straws" (Frg. 5,
point tra). Their outside diameters are universally
about 5.1 mm if the drip rate maintains a nearly
complete droplet at the orifice (Curl 1972). Blockage
of the tube can produce leakage at the sides and give
rise to irregular forrns.

The second mechanism of erowth involves
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movement of water as a surficial filrn downward to
drip points, in the manner of formation of an icicle
(Fig. 5, points I, IIb, and ITI). Because evaporation
(or CO2 loss) occurs all along the surface film, such
stalactites tend to become conical. A soda straw may
evolve into this second type of stalactite if an
evaporating outer surface film is maintained. This
second style of stalactite forms by the same process as
does flowstone.

Several of the authors whose descriptions of
stalactiies are cited in Table 1 recognize that a
vapor-liquid interface is required; but by analogy with
modern karst, they automatically assume that the vapor
is air and assign stalactite formation to supergene
processes. We, also, consider that the presence of
vapor is essential, but the presence of sulfides indicates
a reducing environment that is incompatible with the
circulating air needed to achieve evaporation
[the example from the O'kiep district, Namaqualand,
South Africa (Cornelissen 1958) may be a rare
exceptionl. Furthermore, where known, the tempera-
tures ofmineralization. both before and after stalactite
formation, are far too high for supergene processes.

Pseudostalactites

Although true stalactites, as we have defined them
above, form as pendant features at a vapor-liquid
interface, there can also be topologically similar
structures having other origins; to distinguish these, we
suggest the term "pseudostalactites".

Some of these pseudostalactites may form sub-
aqueously in the presence of a single fluid phase. A
possible example is given by Jdbrak et al. (1996), who
interpret silica stalactites from a mine at Cirotan,
Indonesia to have formed by dripping of plastic
colloidal silica into open space; such a mechanism may
yield the sagged forms shown in Figure 5, point V and
might evolve to the pendant forms shown in point M.
J€brak et aL consider the open space to have been
vapor-filled, but we offer the alternative that vapor may
well not be an essential feature of such a process and
that sagging might also be subaqueous. From Creede,
the pyrite morphologies suggestive of sagging noted by
Plumlee (1989) may also be formed by this process.
Except for the lack of associated stalagmitic material,
we lack proof that some of the silica 'stalactites', such
as those shown in Figure 2c, do not also represent this
phenomenon. The existence of tracks of pendant
droplets presumably excludes most silica stalactites at
Creede from this category; however, unrecognized
selective dissolution of the original stalactitens
arnorphous-silica core might produce pseudotracks and
thereby mimic true stalactites.

The injection of one fluid into another, from below,
laterally, or even downward can result in localized
mineral precipitation (Table 1, Fig. 5, points VII
and VII[). The spectacular deep-sea vents and their

deposits, known respectively as "smokers" and
"chimneys", are excellent examples of this pheno-
menon; we suggest the term oochimney" for similar
features in other settings. The chimneys differ from
stalactites and flowstone in that chimneys do not
require the receiving fluid to be a gas, Moreovero the
mechanism of precipitation for stalactites and
flowstone involves the partial or complete evaporation
of the depositing fluid rather than a mixing of fluids
leading to precipitation. Other examples include the
crater-like deposits known as o'geysermites" (HiX &
Forti 1986), where upwelling waters enter a cave floor.
Another is the subaqueous 'ostalactitic" feature
described by DiColbertaldo (1947), where CO2 and
Ca-Mg salts from old workings entered the roof of a
flooded mine at Raibl, Italy; dilution of the descending
fluid precipitated arborescent carbonate stalactites
Grg. 5, point VItr).

The Mississippi-Valley-type (MVT) ores may well
include numerous examples (Table 1) of both true
stalactites and pseudostalactites. Peck (1978) and
A.V. Heyl (written comm., 1990) carefully described
and interpreted upward- and laterally growing sulfide
"stalactites" from the Upper Mississippi Valley
deposits; other MVT deposits exhibit similar features
(Table 1). Some chimneys are marcasite, others are
sphalerite and galena, and a few are elongated galena
crystals with a central feeding hole. Peck's sphalerite
"chimneys" have dark concentric bands of early-
deposited ferroan sphalerite surrounded by coarse,
banded light yellow-orange iron-poor sphalerite; thus
they are typical representatives of the main sphalerite
stratigaphy of the district. The marcasite chimneys
have feeding central tubes up to 3 cm in diameter.
Elongated cubic "chimneys" of pyrite were found in
the floor of the Fletcher mine of the Vibumum trend,
southeast Missouri district. "Inverse stalagmites",
without central tubes, are reported hanging down
above the "chimneys" on the floor. Most are vertical
upward, a few are in columns or curved pencils, others
(shown above the "inches" on the scale on Fig. 56 of
}Jeyl et aI. L959, p. 88) may be horizontal, and still
others may curve dramatically. Peck (1978, his
Fig. 1.3) shows one making a sharp, 180" turn,
suggesting the possible reversal in the relative densities
of the incoming and receiving fluids during chimney
growth. These MVT chimneys thus show a local
hydrology involving extremely lesalized interfaces
between two chemically distinctive liquids (Peck
1978); this situation contrasts strikingly with that
which prevailed at Creede. The idea of a multiplicity of
fluids for the MVT deposits received substantial
support from the recent study of Goldhaber et al.
(1995), who interpreted at least three chemically and
isotopically distinct brines interacting to deposit the
ores of tle Viburnum trend. southeast Missouri.

The overgrowrh of later layers of minerals on an
acicular substratum is another process that can create
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Ftc. 5. Schematic diagram depicting the occurrence of speleothem-like morphologies within an active hydrothermal fracture
system. Boiling of the hydrothermal vein fluid produces regions that are vapor dominated. Gray vein-walls underlying
speleothems may be either previously deposited mineral layers, or surrounding rocks. The broad gray arows are steam; the
black arrows are liquid water, as only a film in the vapor-dominated part of the figure. D Formation of icicle-like
morphologies. ln the magnified detail, the water droplet at the tip is fed by fluid flowing along the outside surface; there is
no feeder fracture. Growth takes place as the water droplet evaporates and yields solid stalactites that may contain tracks of
the pendant droplets. Il) This feature shows fluid derived from rcmnants of a brine that occupied the vein system prior to
the vapor-dominated stage, but that is not a requirement to develop soda straws. a: Formation of a soda straw by fluid flow
down an axial canal localized by a fracture. Although soda straws are common in karst caverns, and their existence is
suspected in mineral deposits, we have not proven their existence at Creede. b: Coeval or subsequent deposition (or both)
from liquid surface-films converts cylindrical soda straw to a flowstone-covered cone that may contain tracks ofthe pendant
droplet. Depending on the source, the fluid may be either condensate or residual brine. IIf Flowstone precipitating from
evaporating film of water, a process similar to that yielding I. Magnified detail shows stalactites hanging from colloform
banded silica layers, which may surround slightly earlier 'helictites' that grew from large amethyst crystals that line the vein
wal. nD Stalactites dripping from the underside of breccia fragments within the vein as observed in Figure 2b. V) "Drape"
features resulting from the arrested slumping of viscous, plastic precipitated material, as interpreted at Creede by Plumlee
(1989). VI) "Drape" features that have become pendant. We have no evidence whether type V or VI features form in the
liquid- or vapor-dominated region, or both. VII) Hydrothermal sulfide chimneys as within Mississippi-Valley-type deposits
and at Ballynoe, Silvermines, Ireland, described by Heyl et al. (1959) & l ,arter et al. ( 1981), respectively. These represent
a corlmon type of pseudostalactite. VIII) Subaqueous inverted chimneys such as those from the lead-zinc Raibl mine
(DiColbertaldo 1 947). These represent a raxe type of pseudostalactite. lX) "Nail hole" feature described by Coats & Blisset
(1971) for the Mt. Painter rnine. These represent a common type ofpseudostalactite and are readily distinguished from other
features.

<e

forms superficially resembling stalactites (Fig. 5,
point D(). An example of such a feature is the "nail
hole" quartz from Mount Painter, South Australia
(Table 1). Here, small fans of gypsum "swords" have
been overgrown by quartz; then dissolution removed
the gypsum, leaving radiating stalactiform silica
clusters. The central tube of one oochimney" structure
from Viburnum has the shape of a gypsum mold, but
most tubes are round and partly fi1led with late-stage
octahedra of galena, yellow sphalerite, and calcite
(A.V. Heyl, written comm. 1990) We have not
identified such stalactiform features from Creede.
although molds of lamellar crystals of barite are
abundant.

One more possibitty for stalactitic morphologies
should be kept in mind, although evidence to evaluate
it is lacking. The common existence of framboidal
textures in the pyrite stalactites suggests a possible
association of biological activity with stalactitic
growth. Went (1969) has identified fungi on modem
stalactites. and one wonders whether meteoric waters
entering a cool hydrothermal system might have
sufficient nutritive matter to support a filamentous
biota that could provide a stalactiform substratum for
pyrite deposition. Walker (1919) described small,
curving stalactites of barite from Madoc, Ontario,
which he attributed to precipitation on rootlets. Such
deposition would have no bearing on the existence of a
vapor-dominated system, except, perhaps, to
demonstrate that temperatures were too low to expect
appreciable water vapor pressures.

Tnr FonMl,rroN oF SrAIncrIFoRM FEATITRES
AT CREEDE

The strongest indications that the Creede textures
described above are stalactitic and formed from
dripping fluid in a local, vapor-dominated environment
are their distinctive dripstone-like morphology,
complementary association with other geopetal
features, presence of axial tubes in some, vertical
orientation where observed in place, and parallel orien-
tations where the depositional orientation has not been
preserved. The fact that they formed as integral stages
in the hypogene paragenetic sequence within an
epithermal vein system below the paleo-water table
demonstrates that pafts of the Creede hydrothermal
system at times became, at least locally, vapor-
dominated.

Having already associated stalactite-forming
processes with the presence of gas-filled cavities

[one author who previously recognized this process in
ore deposits is Zhabin (1983)1, we now intend to
explore further the conditions of stalactite formation in
the Creede epithermal environment. There are at least
two schools of thought concerning the hydrologic
setting of vapor-dominated regimes at Creede. On one
hand, Plumlee (1989) atnibuted boiling to pressure
decrease as flow into the zone of mineralization waned
and the system discharged toward lower elevations to
the south; this interpretation followed the mechanism
originally proposed by White et al. (1971). On the
other hand, we suggest that vapor development may
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have resulted from increased focusing of gas
(principally CO) flow and sealing under quasi-
constant external hydrologic conditions, as described
by Henley (1984). Inasmuch as we consider that the
silica-depositing event was early, whereas Plumlee was
discussing the late pyrite stage, both hypotheses may
have merit.

The term "vapor-dominated" was introduced by
Wbite et al. (1971) to describe geothermal reservoirs in
which the continuous, pressure-transmitting phase was
gas rather than liquid. Although we do not have a good
measure of temperature during stalactite formation at
Creede, vapor-dominated conditions did intemrpt the
liquid-dominant hydrothermal mineralization, for
which extensive fluid inclusion evidence (more than
2500 inclusions measured: Woods et al. l982,Hayba
1992) shows temperature to have been in the
185-290"C range. No direct evidence is present for a
high concentration ofCO, at any stage; in fact, neither
liquid CO2 nor CO2 clathrate has ever been identified
from Creede. Nonetheless, as calculated by Barton &
Chou (1993), CO2 contents having up to several times
the vapor pressure ofpure water can be present without
the appearance of either liquid CO, or the clathrate;
thus appreciable CO2 is clearly permissible. The vapor
pressure must have at least equalled that of the water
boiling curve (11 to 74 bars, respectively, for the
185-290'C range) and would have been considerably
higher ifgases such as carbon dioxide were present in
quantity.

Any hydrothermal system that seals off and
accumulates exsolved or entrained gases is a candidate
to experience a hydrothermal 'oeruption" by a process
described by Henley (1984, p. 52), who showed that as
gas accumulates and the deep water table below the
vapor-dominated region descends, "progressively
greater aquifer pressures are transmitted to the seal by
the gas-cap." If the vertical extent of the gas-cap
becomes large enough, the top of the vapor-dominated
zone can exceed lithostatic pressure; this can result in
breaking the seal and explosively releasing the
accumulated gas, flashing more liquid to steam, and
subsequently allowing the vein system to return to
liquid-dominated conditions.

A vapor-dominated reservoir is a very efficient
engine to transfer heat from depth toward the surface
because the low viscosity, large heat capacity, and
large latent heat of condensation of steam effectively
preclude thermal gradients within the chamber (unless
the top is hotter, which is considered a very unlikely
sifuation for an epithermal ore deposit). The vapor is
very close to saturation in pure water, since water
is boiling at the bottom and condensing at the top.
Condensate will continually trickle back down, on
the way redissolving small amounts of the earlier
(pre-vapor-dominated) mineralization, and it is the
evaporation of such a mineralized condensate to which
we .ue appealing to forrn the stalactites (especially

those of silica). Isolated, slowly draining pockets of
earlier brine might also transport metals and deposit
sulfides as stalactites on dilution by the trickling
condensate (as well by evaporation, provided that the
salinity of descending brine was less than that of
the deep, feiling brine.)

One might well ask how a vapor that is boiling at
the bottom and condensing at the top could have
permitted any additional liquid to evaporate. The
answer is that the liquid at the bottom of such a vapor
chamber at Creede was a brine (from 6 to 12 wt.Vo
NaCl, unusually saline for an epithermal deposit, and
perhaps the reason why Creede has so many stalactites,
whereas many other deposits apparently do not).
Cirotan shares this attribute of high salinity (J6brak
et al. 1996). At the same temperature, the brine has a
slightly lower vapor pressure than that of t}te far more
dilute condensate. The rising steam can thus evaporate
just a little of the trickling condensateo leaving behind
stalactitic deposits.

The combination of a boiling hydrothermal fluid,
particularly one that might be effervescing a gas such
as carbon dioxide, with the existence of any upwardly
closed pockets, might be expected to form gas
accumulations. One might imagine small local traps or,
alternatively, a major part (as much as hundreds of
meters in dimensions) of the vein system filled with
vapor. The difference between the local pockets and
the pervasive vapor zone is mainly one of scale, not of
process; but we shall discuss one consequence of the
altematives below.

Whereas portions of ttre system were vapor-
dominated during the episodes of stalactite formation,
they did not remain so for the lifetime of the hydro-
thermal system. The encapsulating "Stage fV"
sphalerite layer in sarnples shown in Figure 3, and
similar silica in many instances, illustrate strch a return
from vapor- to liquid-dominated conditions.

UNnssor-vED Pvzz,rs

Why is the mineralogy so simple?

If stalactites do form in the way described above, it
is very difficult to understand how small, isolated
pockets of vapor could generate individual boiling
-> recondensation -+ dissolution -+ evaporation -+
precipitation configurations, because the minimal
difference in temperature between the floor and roof
of a small cavity would be so trivial as to preclude a
significant flux of fluid. In addition, the silica
'stalactites' (refering only to the cores that grew
as stalactites, not the overgrowth on the stalactitic
substrata) are constrained to two thin zones of
chalcedony that are consistently correlatable within a
thick and complex sequence of silica and are thus
suggestive of pervasive, rather than local pockets of
gas. Therefore, we favor a model with recurrent large
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regions of vapor rather than small ones; but because the
sulfide and silica stalactites do not represent the same
part of the paragenetic sequence, they cannot be
associated with individual distinct, district-wide,
vapor-rich intervals. We cautiously select the large-
vapor-zone model, at least for the Last Chance Cave
region.

Having reached this tentative conclusion, we are
nonetheless puzzled by the overall great mineralogical
diversity of the stalactites on one hand, and, on the
other, by their simple mineralogy as individuals. One
would think that materials exposed in the upper
parts of a vapor-dominated chamber would permit
simultaneous saturation of the condensate in several
minerals (e.9., silica, barite, rhodochrosite, sphalerite,
hematite, galena, pyrite, etc.) and that evaporation
would yield a mineralogically heterogeneous product.
Neither a wide range of condensate compositions
(that could dissolve and precipitate different minerals
preferentially), nor selective prior mineralization
events that provided differing selections of nutrients
to the condensates, seems acceptable. A reasonable
explanation has been suggested by C. Gammons (pers.
comm.,.1996), who proposed that perched bodies of
earlier ore-forming brine may well drip into the vapor-
filled fractures to form stalactites; such a process is
indicated in Figure 5, point II. The concept involving
residual brine also provides a mechanism to achieve
sufficient solubility of sulfide to transport the sulfides;
however, it does not explain the near-absence of silica
in the sulfide stalactites.

What is the origin of the axial nbes
in silica stalactites?

Our first response on seeing the axial cavities
(in some cases filled by later crystals of quartz) in
the Creede silica 'stalactites' is that they originated
exactly like the soda straws in Limestone caves. Indeed,
some may have; however, we could not find any
evidence of feeder channels in the supporting
materials. Some silica 'stalactites' with axial tubes
grow from solid-looking quartz, and commonly from
individual crystals. How and where would the liquid
get into the tubes? Where are the feeder channsls!
A second point is that their diameters seem not to fit
a growth-from-a-pendant-drop genesis (see further
discussion below). Thus we have sought an alternative
processes, one of which is the already-discussed
possibility of selective dissolution of a more solubie
core material; but there is one more factor to consider.

P.M. Bethke has suggested that the slow evaporation
of a suspended droplet might precipitate solids
preferentially at its outer margin, where t[e evapora-
tion is occurring. The droplet is continually fed by
downward flow of the thin filn constituting the wetted
outer surface, as in an icicle; in fact, Makkonen (1988)
showed that icicles may contain water-filled axial

tubes, even though the axial tube does not participate tn
the water flow. Precipitation occurs around the margins
of the pendant drop; and, if the rate of dripping is high
relative to the rate of vapor loss (or freezing in the case
of an icicle), a stalactite having a terminal diameter of
5.1 mm develops. There is no central feeding channel,
but since deposition is along the margin of the pendant
drop, an axial track may develop @g. 5, point I and the
later stages of point VIb). In contrast to the soda-straw
model, in which most of the volume of liquid drips
from the stalactite and maintains the hemispherical
morphology of the terminal droplet, we suggest that
evaporation severely depleted the water from the tips
of the Creede stalactites, and therefore the droplets
were much smaller, and the tubes correspondingly
more narTow.

Why does the "soda-snaw" diameter of these
ore-deposit-related stalactites dffir from that expected
for karst-related carbonate " soda straws" ?

William White (pers. comm., 1990) has pointed out
that the diameter of a soda straw stalactite is a function
of temperature. This is because the interplay of surface
tension and gravitational forces that creates a pendant
drop constrains the diameter of the drop. The relation is
described by Curl (197 2) in terms of the equation:

in which d is the drop diameter (= outside diameter
of the soda straw) in cmo B is the dimensionless Bond
number, experimentally determined by Curl to be 3.5
for water fFerguson (1923) found B to be about 3.8;
see also the discussion by Andrieux (1965)1, ct is the
surface tension n gls2, p is the density contrast in
g/cm3, and g is the gravitational const4nt, 980 cm/s2.
This gives a diameter of 5.1 mm for calcite-saturated
water at low temperature. As temperature rises, the
surface tension ofwater decreases (eventually reaching
nil at the critical point, 374C), leading to smaller
droplets and smaller soda straws at higher temperature.
Operating in the opposite direction (but to a less
dominant degree) as temperature rises, the density of
the steam increases, and that ofthe drop decreases, so
that buoyant forces on the droplet increase with
temperature, eventually negating the effect of gravity
at the critical point [data for the properties of water are
taken from Haar et al. (1984)1. Because the critical
element in the growth model is that the tangent to
the droplet at its contact with the stalactite is vertical
and ttrereby parallel to the axis of the stalactite (as
illustrated in the detail for point tra in Fig. 5), the
droplet size, and therefore the diameter of the soda
shaw, is independent of the mineralogical nature of
the supporting stalactite (we make the reasonable
assumption that the differences in chemistry
responsible for different mineralogies cause

f ,=
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insignificant changes in liquid density and surface
tension). One then can derive the curve representing
the diameter of a soda straw as a function of
temperature, as shown in Figure 6.

We believe that the application of this analysis to
the stalactites we describe must be eroneous for two
reasons. First, as can be seen from Figure 6, the small
(-1 mm) diameter of some of the stalactites would
require temperatures of 330"C or higher; that
temperature is far in excess of the 290'C maximum
we have noted from numerous fluid inclusions (Woods
et al. 1982, Hayba 1992), and also far too high to be
compatible with the presence of poorly crystallized
chalcedonic silica, which composes the silica
stalactites and their underlying and overlying layers of
silica.

Second, from Porco, Bolivia, Cunningham et al.
(1994) described (and we have also examined the
specimen) coeval sphalerite 'stalactites' tlat grew less
than l0 mm apart, but the sizes of the stalactites differ
from each other at each growth stage (see the right side
of their Fig. 5). The probable original soda-strawJike
tubes are 2.3 and 3.0 mm in outside diameter (the
respective axial tubes are 2.0 and 2.3 mm in diameter),
yielding "temperatures" of 285 and 330oC from
Figure 6. Either the coeval tubes only 10 mm apart
formed under drastically different thermal conditions,

or the soda straw model does not apply. Since such a
difference in temperature seems totally unreasonable,
we conclude that stalactites in vapor-dominated ore
deposits demonstrate an altemative pattern of growth
to that for soda straw stalactites in caverns in lime-
stone. A larger stalactite from a different part of the
paragenesis is also illustrated by Cunninghant et al.
0990; it has such a large axial tube (about 10 mm)
that it cannot have originated ria the soda straw model.
It probably either had an earlier stalactitic core that has
since been removed, or it is a chimney rather than a
true stalactite.

Afl Q972) also showed that his analysis applies to
icicles, even though they may not have a central tube,
and they grow by freezing of a downward-flowing
surface film that culminates in a pendant drop. When
the dripping rate is rapid, the fastest growth is at the tip,
where freezing is concentrated along the outer edge so
that the droplet is encompassed by a downward-
growing collar whose continued growth may trap fluid
so as to leave an axial track. A soda-straw-likc
morphology develops; additional freezing of the
surface film converts the shape from cylindrical to
conical. This is a very good analog for the silica
stalactites, except that the evaporation can force the
pendant droplet to be much smaller than the incipiently
dripping size that Cud's analysis treats. Thus the
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Ftc. 6. Relationship between equilibrium diameter of soda straw and temperature of
formation, based on the equation of Curl (1972), modified to accommodate the
densities of steam and liquid and the surface tension of water as a function of
temperature. The darkly shaded region indicates the expected diameters from
measurements of homogenization temperatures of fluid inclusions. The lightly
shaded region indicates the temperafures that might be erroneously interpreted from
measurement of the axial canal diameters of Creede stalactites. We reiect this
relationshio as a model for Creede stalactites (see text).

predicted f rom sphalerlte
stalacute soda-straw dlameter
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diameter of the stalactites provides a maximum
possible temperature that is not appropriate for some
Creede samples; that constraint may apply to other
hydrothermal environments as well.

Why are the diameters of individual stalactites
so constant?

Recognizing that although some stalactites are
"lumpy" (e.g.,the galena stalactites noted above), most
individuals are surprisingly uniform in diameter. We
are puzzled as to how, under the evaporation model
we propose, the stalactites maintained such a uniform
diameter, implying that the terminal droplets maintain
a relatively constant size despite the evaporation
of fluid volumes that must have been on the order of
a tlousand times larger than the volumes of the
stalactites [at 250'C tle solubility of quartz is
-450 ppm, and that of amorphous silica, only
-1200 ppm: Truesdell (1984)1. Perhaps the terminal
droplets contained a bit of salt (possibly residual from
the brine formerly filling the vein), which would limit
the amount of evaporation because the activity of water
cannot go below that of the boiling brine at the base of
the vapor-dominated region, and thus evaporation
of the droplet would cease when the salt content built
up to some critical concentration. The maintenance of
such constant salinity would imFly a surprisingly stable
system wherein residual salts are rinsed down to
stalactite tips and remain there for a long time.

Despite the Porco example noted above, in many
cases there are rather uniform diameters among coeval
stalactites. The suggestion made above seems
inadequate, because the feed for the stalactite-building
solutions could clearly have come from a range of
drainage sites and thus from a range in amount of
available salts.

CoNcr-usroNs

Stalactitic structures involving minerals that form
an integral part of the hypogene mineral deposition in
the epithermal silver deposit at Creede, Colorado, show
that brief vapor-dominated intervals occurred during
mineralization below the paleo-water table. Most
stalactites from Creede grew from evaporation of
pendant droplets that were fed by downward-flowing
surface films analogous to icicles, except that growth
required bulk evaporation of fluid rather than simple
bulk freezing (as in icicles) or CO, loss (as for calcite
stalactites in karst caverns). Perhaps in some cases
(mostly sphalerite), stalactite growth was similar to the
axially nourished soda straws common in karst caverns
in limestone, but proof of this is lacking. A variety of
ottrer processes create features that may resemble
stalactites, but these may not demonstrate vapor-
dominant conditions or even provide fossilized plumb
lines.

Vapor-dominated conditions are known to have
existed in other epithermal and geothermal systems
(Henley 1984). However, few authors have described
stalactites as part of the hypogene mineralization. The
presence of stalactites within sustr deposits would
indicate that portions of these systems had once been
vapor-dominated. Such vapor-dominated conditions
may lead to explosive eruptions and brecciation, and
thereby serve to supplement tectonic activity as a
mechanism to open structures for mineralization.
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